Where to Sell Dynabrade Tools, From A - Z

Comprehensive Guide to Dynabrade Sales Opportunities
### Aircraft Manufacturers
**Applications:** Sanding airplane skins, drilling in close quarters, deburring

**Tools:** Random Orbital Sanders, Dynafile®, Drills, Die Grinders, Pencil Grinders, Routers, Cut-Off Wheel Tools, Bench & Pedestal Grinders, Routers, Portable Vacuums, Metal Capture Downdraft Table & Station

**Special Note:** Mini-Dynorbital® Sanders for polishing windshields and windows; also slow-speed Die Grinders on aluminum, composites and titanium

### Aircraft Parts Subcontractors
**Applications:** Finishing of titanium, aluminum and composite materials

**Tools:** Random Orbital Sanders, Dynafile®, Drills, Die Grinders, Pencil Grinders, Routers, Cut-Off Wheel Tools, Bench & Pedestal Grinders, Routers, Portable Vacuums, Metal Capture Downdraft Table & Stations

### Airports
**Applications:** Polishing stainless steel elevators, escalators, drinking fountains, automatic walkways, airplane windows

**Tools:** Dynafile® II, Dynastraight®, Random Orbital Sanders, Dynisher, Die Grinders, Portable Vacuums, Downdraft Sanding Tables

### Airplane & Helicopter Parts
**Applications:** Sanding and finishing on wings, cowls and frames

**Tools:** Disc Sanders, Pistol Grip Drills, Routers, Drills

### Agricultural Equipment
**Applications:** Surface preparation of weld areas, deburring, cleaning and finishing of parts, assembly, metal fabrication

**Tools:** Dynafile®, Dynafile® II, Mini-Dynafile® II, Dynafile® III, Random Orbital Sanders, Die Grinders, Vertical & Right Angle Grinders, Bench & Pedestal Grinders, Drills, Impact Wrenches

### Automotive Aftermarket
**Applications:** Paint removal, putty sanding, “featheredging,” primer sanding, dust nub removal, clearcoat sanding, spot weld removal on door jambs, decal removal

**Tools:** Auto File II Belt Tool, Random Orbital Sanders, Gear-Driven Sanders, DynaLocke®, Dynabug®, Die Grinders, Cut-Off Wheel Tools, DynaZip Wire Wheel & Eraser Tool, Red-Tred® Eraser Disc Tool, Dynabuffer (Two-Step System), Buffers, Portable Vacuums

### Auto & Bus Manufacturers
**Applications:** Dust nib removal, roof seam weld grinding, door jamb grinding, scuff sanding, surface preparation, fiberglass sanding

**Tools:** Random Orbital Sanders, Dynafile®, Dynaangle II, Dynastraight®, Depressed Center Wheel Grinder, DynaZip Wire Wheel & Eraser Tool, Impact Wrenches, Dynabuffer (Two-Step System), Buffers, Portable Vacuums

### Auto Stamping Plants
**Applications:** Removing imperfections in raw stamping, mold work

**Tools:** Dynafile®, Disc Sanders, Die Grinders, DynaLocke®, Depressed Center Wheel Grinders, Impact Wrenches, Pencil Grinders

### Bicycle Manufacturers
**Applications:** Grinding corner welds and removing flashing on frame; deburring of frame pipes

**Tools:** Dynafile®, Dynastraight®, Dynafine® Finger Sander, DynaPen, Impact Wrenches, Pencil Grinders

**Special Note:** Use Dynafile® with 11219 or 11232 Contact Arm

### Boat Manufacturers
**Applications:** Scuff sanding, deflashing, sanding and polishing boat molds, sanding nibs on gel coat, transom weld cleaning, fiberglass preparation and finishing, routing on slots

**Tools:** Dynafile®, Random Orbital Sanders, Wet Sanders, Vacuum Cut-Off Wheel Tool, Drills, Dynafile® Finger Sander, Routers, Impact Wrenches, Buffers

### Boat Propeller Repair
**Applications:** Repair damaged propellers, polish and grind welds

**Tools:** Dynafile®, Dynastraight®, Disc Sanders, Die Grinders (with cartridge rolls), Extension Die Grinders
Jewelry Manufacturers
Applications: Deburring, finishing and polishing; working in very tight, precise areas
Tools: Pencil Grinders, Die Grinders
Special Note: Variable Speed Pencil Grinder is important for certain applications

Kitchen & Bath Countertop, Sink Manufacturers (Granite, Stone, Corian®, Avonite, Marble, etc.)
Applications: Sanding sink bowls, countertop seams
Tools: Random Orbital Sanders, Dynaline, DynaLocke®, Routers, Gear-Driven Sanders, Dynafine® “Backsplash” Sander
Special Note: Use fine microfinishing abrasives
**Machine Shops**

**Applications:** Deburring gear teeth, chamfering pipe, breaking edges

**Tools:** Dynafiler®, Dynadie® III, Die Grinders, Disc Sanders, Bench & Pedestal Grinders

**Special Note:** Tool Post Grinder or Dynangle® II, for shaft polishing

---

**Medical Implants**

**Applications:** Deburring of knee, shoulder and hip implants; finishing of operating tools used during surgery

**Tools:** Dynafiler®, Pencil Grinders, DynaPen, Versatility Grinder, Wet Downdraft Tables & Stations

---

**Modular Home Manufacturers**

**Applications:** Sanding of molds, millwork and trim

**Tools:** Random Orbital Sanders, Mini-Dynorbital® Sander, Dynabug®, Electric Dynafiler® II

---

**Motor Home Manufacturers**

**Applications:** Polish luggage compartments, gas tanks, frames, and grind welds (mostly stainless steel or inox areas)

**Tools:** Dynastraight®, Dynisher, Dynafiler® II, Dynabelter®, Random Orbital Sanders

---

**Motor Manufacturers** (Locomotive, Electric)

**Applications:** Grinding between motor journals, stripping varnish from coil

**Tools:** Dynafiler®, Dynastraight®, Right Angle & Vertical Depressed Center Wheel Grinders, Die Grinders, Impact Wrenches

---

**Nuclear Facilities**

**Applications:** Deburring and finishing; also cutting of fiberglass, composites and metal

**Tools:** Die Grinders, Cut-Off Wheel Tools

---

**Oil & Gas Subcontractors**

**Applications:** Surface preparation of weld areas, cleaning weld splatter, grinding welds, polishing motor shafts, polishing hydraulic cylinders and shafts

**Tools:** Dynafiler®, Dynangle® II, Die Grinders, Vertical & Right Angle Grinders, Bench Grinders, SuperFinisher

---

**Pharmaceutical Manufacturers**

**Applications:** Polishing stainless assembly lines and trays

**Tools:** Dynastraight®, Dynisher, Dynafiler®, Dynatile

---

**Picture Frame Manufacturers**

**Applications:** Defuzzing frames, sealer sanding

**Tools:** Random Orbital Sanders, Dyningers, Dynabug® “Model T,” Dynafiler®

---

**Plastic, Fiberglass Bumpers & Facia**

**Applications:** Scuff sanding, deflashing, buffing

**Tools:** Random Orbital Sanders, Dynafiler® II with Vacuum, Dynabug “Model T”, Routers, Vacuum Cut-Off Wheel Tools, Pistol Grip Disc Sanders, Buffers

---

**Musical Equipment Manufacturers**

**Applications:** Sanding, deburring and defuzzing parts, sealer sanding

**Tools:** Random Orbital Sanders, Dynafiler® Sanders, Dynabug® II, Lightweight Dyninger

---

**Post Office Depots** (Mailboxes)

**Applications:** Scuff sanding, paint preparation

**Tools:** Random Orbital Sanders, DynaLocke®
Power Stations

**Applications:** Preparing welded surface, stripping rust or paint, cleaning threads, inside cleaning of power turbines  
**Tools:** Dynastraight®, Dynisher, Disc Sanders

Printing Shops

**Applications:** Repairing and dressing worn or damaged print rolls (usually urethane or neoprene)  
**Tools:** Tool Post Grinder, Dynangle® II, SuperFinisher

Pulp & Paper Industry

**Applications:** Finishing paper rolls, cleaning out relief angle on saw blades, cylindrical grinding  
**Tools:** Dynafile®, Dynafiler®, Dynangle® II, Dynafiler® II, Tool Post Grinder, SuperFinisher

Railroad Companies

**Applications:** Surface preparation before painting, grinding welds on frames, bodies and railroad tracks  
**Tools:** Dynafiler®, Random Orbital Sanders

Sculpture Industry

**Applications:** Grinding parting lines, polishing to mirror finish  
**Tools:** Dynafiler®, Disc Sanders, Dynafine® Finger Sander, Pencil Grinders, DynaPen, Bench & Pedestal Grinders  
**Special Note:** Use cloth polishing belts and Dynu-ba

Shipyards

**Applications:** Heavy-duty material removal, deburring, weld preparation, finishing, polishing  
**Tools:** Die Grinders, Horizontal & Vertical Grinders, Dynascaler

Skylight Window Manufacturers

**Applications:** Repair scratches  
**Tools:** Random Orbital Sanders, Buffers

Stamping Plants

**Applications:** Polishing stamping dies, breaking sharp edges, die maintenance  
**Tools:** Dynafiler®, Disc Sanders, Die Grinders, Pencil Grinders, DynaPen, Bench & Pedestal Grinders

Steel Manufacturers

**Applications:** Cleaning rust and paint, grinding and preparing welds, cleaning ingots  
**Tools:** Dynastraight®, Dynabelter®, Dynangle® II, Die Grinders, Disc Sanders, Right Angle & Vertical Depressed Center Wheel Grinders, Impact Wrenches, Dynascaler

Tire Manufacturers

**Applications:** Removing excess rubber, deflashing, grinding, cleaning molds  
**Tools:** Dynabelter®, Die Grinders, Disc Sanders

Tool & Die Shops

**Applications:** Deburring, polishing molds  
**Tools:** Dynadie® III, Dynafiler® II, Die Grinders, Pencil Grinders, DynaPen, Bench & Pedestal Grinders

Transit Authorities

**Applications:** Polishing cars, handrails, seats, body work/repair  
**Tools:** Dynafiler® II, (Air or Electric), Dynastraight®, Dynisher, DynaLocke®, Gear-Driven Sanders, Random Orbital Sanders, DynaZip Wire Wheel & Eraser Tool, Buffers  
**Special Note:** Mini-Dynorbital® Random Orbital Sander for polishing windows and windshields
Transportation Departments
(Regional, State, Local)
Applications: Weld repair and maintenance, heavy-duty cleaning and repair
Tools: Dynafiler® III, Right Angle Grinders, Impact Wrenches

Weld Shops
Applications: Surface preparation for weld area, grinding welds, cleaning weld splatter
Tools: Disc Sanders, Die Grinders, Dynafiler®, Dynabelter®, Depressed Center Wheel Grinders, Bench & Pedestal Grinders, Impact Wrenches

Wind Energy
Applications: Surface preparation and finishing on molds, towers, turbine blades, nacelles
Tools: Vacuum Tools – Random Orbital Sanders, Disc Sanders, Die Grinders, Cut-Off Wheel Tools, Drills, Gear-Driven Sanders, Dynafiler®, Dynabug® II, Buffers, Portable Vacuums

Truck Manufacturers
(Fiberglass)
Applications: Sanding fenders, hoods and deflashing quarter panels

Window Manufacturers
(Wood)
Applications: Sanding frames, defuzzing, sealer sanding
Tools: Random Orbital Sanders, Die Grinders, Dynisher, Lightweight Dyninger, Dynabug® “Model T”

Universities & Colleges
Applications: General repair work, deburring, paint preparation
Tools: Dynafiler®, Disc Sanders, Random Orbital Sanders

Discover The Dynabrade Difference!

Established in 1969, Dynabrade, Inc. is recognized as the global leader in the design and manufacturing of high-quality Portable Abrasive Power Tools. Utilized in every corner of the world, Dynabrade tools continually meet and exceed the needs of countless industries, by offering The Dynabrade Difference:

➤ “MADE IN USA” proudly displayed on every Industrial Air Tool!
➤ LIFETIME WARRANTY on Industrial Air Tools made in USA!
➤ SAME-DAY or NEXT-DAY Shipping on most USA Orders!
➤ FREE ON-SITE Demonstrations by Application EXPERTS!
➤ SYSTEMS Approach for Complete Solutions!
➤ All of the above, PLUS: – Unmatched Marketing Materials
– Personal, Professional Customer Service
– Complete Service & Repair Program

DYNABRIDE, INC.
8989 Sheridan Drive, Clarence, NY 14031-1419 • 716-631-0100
US Fax: 716-631-2073 • International Fax: 716-631-2524
US Consumers Call Toll-Free: 1-800-828-7333
Canadian Consumers Call Toll-Free: 1-800-344-1488
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